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1. Introduction 

TO solTe the problem of confinement 1n QCD 1t is neceasar7 

to find a a1Jiple phJ'aical. analog, adequate to the confinement 

meohanisa. Reoentl7 there haTe appeared soae analogies claiming 

such an adequ&07• 

The moat popular one is the analogy of non-Abelian fi.el.ds 

with ferromagnetic: the QCD coupling oon8tant 1 depending on dis

tances, plaTs the role of teaperature, and the problem is just 

to find the phase transi.tion point and to describe d;rnaai.o&ll;r 

this tranai.tion from short to long distances /J./. 

In 111' works 12 r 3/ a different analog of the non-Abelian 

theor.r ~th theories of superflu1dit7 / 4•5•6/ is deTeloped. It is 

.assuaed that due to the infrared divergence the 1nteraotion 

at long distances plaTa so essential role that one maT speak 

onl7 about the quantll!l states and spectrum of the whole interac

ting s7stea and it. is impossible to consider the states of free 

gluona and qua~a. Just that idea of oolleot1Te d,.naatoa is 

l.eading in theories of superf'l.uidit7. 

lfhe phfsical aethoda of •r•ortng infrared catastrophe • 

consist briefl7 1n the following. ne two tnes of the oolleot1Te 

excitations are distinguished in the superfluid liquid: 

lot- weak quaa~part~cle excitations (local d7Daaics); 

the .athe .. tioal. apparatus of desor1b1.ng the quaaipartioles 

praoticall7 coinc~dss with that of the usual quantum field 

theor7 111 w1 th :Its quanUcat1on pr1nc~ ple • (f~ni tene • a of the 

obaervablee, etab111t7 of the pAJeioal states, Rerattean oharao

ter of BaailtoDian, etc.). 

znd- excitations of the whole 171t .. {global d7Daaio1); 

in the euperfluid liqu1.d this 1JI the o0or41natea of center of 



inertia or angle of turning for a rotating liquid as a unique 
objeot .• Just the "global'' movement as a whole is the essence of the 
superfluid phenomenon. As a rule, the global dynamics has a 
physical meaning in the presence of a singular condensate (i.e., 
o-number field, defined 
at spatial infinity in 
of R(J) ). 

on the olass of functions nonvanishing 
RfJ) or nond1fferentiabl.e at some points 

Theory, wh1oh simultaneously describes the Bose-condensate 
with the global dyDamioa {super.fluid component) and the quasi
particles (normal component) is called the two-component theor,r. 

Thus, we have the following logj.oal scheme: 

fl!zo1oal ~~!!ods 

1) Global dynam1os / 4/ 
? 

l)Relativistic invariance--- __:_-

2)Gauge 1nvar1ance 2) Condensate 15•61 

J) SU, -1nvar1ance nfrared 
J) Looal dynamics/5•6/ 

catastrophe 

At first sight such a scheme is contradictory because the 
existence of the condensate and the global dynamics (i.e., the 
simultaneous movement of all the field system as a whole) 
contradicts the relativistic invarianoe principle. 

I shall show that the relativistic invarianoe may be 
reproduced within the scheme just following the ideas of the 
theory of supe:rfluidity. The problem raised here is as follows: 
to reconstruct the relativistic-iuvariant two-component theory of 
non-Abelian fields without infrared catastrophe, Mathematically 
such a reconstruction is formulated as a real1zatio~ of a unitary 
(physical) representation of the topological nontrivial gauge 
group. The reconstruction is carried out in three steps 

l)The proof of existence af the global d;rnamics • 
2)The proof of existenoe of the local dynamics • 
3)The restoration of the relativistic 1nvar1anoe. 
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~. Global Dzna.1os aDd Char&cter~stio Classes 

!he existence of the global character~st1cs o~ non-Abelian 

fields has been pointed out for classical so1ut1ona of Yang~ls 

equat:!.ons with the finite Euclidean act:!.on /B/ 

s=i;2fa'tt,.f;;.r""") ;J;.= ~.~?-~ (1) 

• A a . _A_ a I'< A I A c 

f;.: = ?, n, - ;;J., ~ -t- d c" cr;:., Tt . 

It caD. be shown fBI, that "9'8.CtR11l Yang-lttl.ls so,1uti.ons, 11l1»1m1zi'ng 

the :tunotionel (1), eatis:f7 the dnelit7 equation 

£. - "I * ;::;_ = 1. t' F "!.fi 
cr• - f/o.v I /"<" .2 /'"9 

and are characterised 'b7 an integer Pontryagl.D index x) 

(2) 

(J) 

The :tunctio}l'!ls o:f a kind o:f (J) are oaHed oharacterist:!.o classes 

in topo1ou 191 • !l!he7 haTe the ,_..ble propert7 

.5 v[A "UA- == o (4) 

and refiect the gl.obal. :feature o~ non-.A.bel1..an ti.eJ.ds as a whoJ.e. 

The vacus solutions (instantons) are su:ppoaed fl.OJ-ll/ to 

gi.ve a ba.s1.o oontr1.bUt1.on to the :radd:eev-PopOT funct1.onal. 1nt.eg

raJ., 11ke cl.as.s1.cal. tra.;1ector1.es G~ tumtelli.ng 1n qua:ntUil 

aechan:1ca of per:Lod1.c potentials. 

'rho llallilton :fo:rmelism in gauge A.= 0 1121 g:I.Tes the 

most clear statement of the probl.em of quant1.zat10ll of such a 

theorr with nontrivial topology. 

In tb.i.e gauge fi.el.ds A i are defined up to the gauge 

stat1..0n&r7 tranafo~tion, and the tunct1.ona1 (3) 1.s of the 

fora of difference o~ two functiouals. 

x)For ~inite action (1) in R(4) non-Abelian f~el&o are gauge 

on the boundar7 5(4}: A_...= v--'/l<)~ V{x) • lntegea:- V is 

a degree o~ aappiug o:f S(4) to Sll(2) given b7 1/(JC) 



~{tl;} = 3~> Ja~~ C:p(f~ f"A," +: E"tcA;A-/ A-;) 
which are transfo:rmed under the gauge groups as 

(6) 

n(tJ) = - 1~,2 J e~j. ~dl tJ(v ·t d.-v)(-v·.f~ <") (-v -.f~ p) J. 
As we have shown above, the definition of the smooth function class pl83s the basic role for the topological properties. Because of the f1~teness of ebservables (energy, momentum, etc.) we should ohoose Sll.ooth A. a.nc1 therefore vc:.r-') , 1n ' particular 

t2m 'V-(x-) = J. 
!X!....,. oa 

For matrix Z'(--i--:J (7) number n (v-) (6) is integer and means the degree o! smooth mapping of R(J) to SU(2) given by 

(7) 

matrix V(x) ( n(v} indicates how frequent:LJ- the space R(J) hes turued about SU(2)). Thus the gauge group is topo~og1oally disconnected and, besides continuous, has discrete transformat1ons4 The Total gauge group is a product of a "s•all" continuous sroup Go (n•O) by infinite oyoUo group of al~ integers i! 
(The factor group G'ho is oaUed the homotopy group r.,(S{,((.z))=Z ). 

The functional. /V (6) is a classioal realization of the gzooup Z representation. 
While so2v1ng the Schr0dinger equation 

) 

(8) 
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bes:Ldes the Gauss condition of imariance under group Go 

V,-/A) f. '/j [It] = o (9) 

it is necessary to ~pose 

function• LJt UIJier the 
the condition of covar1ance of ttwave 

transformations of group 2 

T 'f1 ~ e'6 1f: Tc z (l.O) 

where G
an anal.ogy 

is the quas~omentum 0,< -9$ Ji" • Equation (10) is 

o~ the "periodic condition• of the wave tunotion ~ 

the abo~e-mentioned quantum mechanics of the periodic potentials, 

in w~ch for the representation of the operator '~ one usually 

uses the olasaioal variable IV (6), chan.ging b7 an integer 

(l.l) 

But the representat1on of ~ in form (11) is oontradiotor.r for 

the Ya.ng.....Jiills theor:r: operator T does not cOIDRlute 'i'r.l.th the 

HamUtonian 

[T,H]I-o {[~HJ,H] IO, etc. 

The operators /'J f1 have no common eigenstates bes1des the 

"vacuum state• With zero-energy ( t.= 0 ). 

+, [T, H] 'P, = o 
Suoh a state is eas1l:r constructed, if we substitute the solu

tion of eqs. (10), (9) in the form of a •plane wave• 

f;: = e><p {i(:brk FO.)/V} ( k -integer) 

to the Schr8d1nger eq.(e). As a result we obtain the equation for 

the momentum 
(l.2) 

(2,.-k t-6-) =.!:i(~;j. 
As the moaentum is 1mag1n&r,T, the solution ~ is a nonph;rsioal 

(nonun1tarr) represent&t:1on of group Z • Wave function ¢o 

obe;rs simultaneously the EUclidean dual.it;r equation in the opera-

tor for~~~ Elf. .=-I 8'/1. and, probabl7, refl.eots the nonph1s1-

oal meaning of the olassioal instantons. 

These facts and experience of quantum mechanics give doubts 
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about the eXistence of the exact phTsical solutions of the set of eqs. (8)-(11). Then, the question arises: How does one construct the unitary (physical) representations o:f group Z ? 
To answer this 

modoJ. Q E Drt•tJ 
Yang-Mills theory 

question, one considers the exactly solvable 
, which is topologically eq~valent to 

/j ' ' S'=y clxFot 

(We haTe here the map 
For ganga A- = 0 the 0 

J)f/f ]= "; f cl} !;, ; ;:;, = d. I&-~ A. 
of R{f) into U (1) : :Jil((.((l))~ 7 ). 
analogies of oqs. (8)-(11) are 

1 H = J fr!x, c~< 1 t=;'" <~, 
iJ, E.,1 = 0 . ' 

1-i 4 = t'f 

"- .!L 1' 7/f = e ,e> If ;, I= e "N ; t'(= ?if«'·vi; j ~t, =/I{-~, 
In that case tho •plane waTe• /fl ·= <:x,o {i(2.,.f:.' .P.)/1/j is the exact phTsical solution ~th the finite energy density .l;i/, ~(2•I + @) 2 

• AocorUng to the usual wa::r of quantization there are no local d,Jrnaaio variables in this model, as there are no transverse degrees ~f freedom. However, we see that the nontriTial dynamics exists which is described by variable N , oanonioal·oonJugate to the operator of a constant Blectrio field £ 'f'~('Jrh ff) 'I' , noDTanishing at infinit;r R(F) • And suoh a dtnaaics corresponds to the excitation of the s;rateu as a whole, i.e., it is global. (The station&r,J state o:f Q 1:2)(1,. 1) 1s equ:1.valent to the gz:ound state of the superfiuid, ao'Vin.g along the closed ring 161 ) • 
Thus, to construct the unitary (physical) representation of the homotopy group it is sufficient to ooneider the oharaoteristic class II [ ff] (J) as a global d)'XlOJIIical variahle, and to go out of the smooth-function class). 
Let us prove that J&ng_..lll,a theory allows the existence of the global. d;rDallio Tariable ~ , bound with the characteristic class V [ ,f] b;r the relation 

"' jtlt (.!] + ~'LAJ). (lJ) 
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The bas~c quantities are the functionals of action (1) and 

characteristic class (J) in Minkowaky space. We shall not 

restr1ct ourselves to the smooth-function class·. To separate the 

d;rnam1cal variables in gauge theoq one needs to solve an 

equation of constraint. In the Abelian gauge theory this is the 

olass1oal equation for the scalar potentials Aa /14/ 

which is on a distinct status as the canonical momentum, 

conjugate to t4o equals zero ( Ito is not an operator, but 

C-number in contrast to the spatial component Ai ). we 

(14) 

shall consider eq. (14) as an equation constraint in non-Abelian 

theory also, with two comments: eq. (14) is defined beyond the 

~oints of singularities, and the action itself allows arbitra

riness: in view of eq. (4) the functional (J) may be added 

to the action and the constra1nt (14) does not Change. 

A solution of the c1ass1cal equation for A c 

(14') 

is given as a sum of a solut1o.n of the homogeneous equation 

(15) 

and a solution of the nonhomogeneous one 

(16} 

where jj is the global d..Ynamica.l. variable, common for 

the whole space. The factor Ce is' defined by substituting 

eq; (16) into eq. GJ) from the oondition (13) • Operator 

in (16) should be def1ned in the class of func.tions where 

substitution of (16) into (1), (3) ~ves the action 

.s'~f<ttL 

L ' · (.£" 8 2). +.!. i/c. C' ;,c c: _, 
= ;;: J cl3x _ r - 2 ~ ¢ p - ~ ;: 8 , 

7 
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a · I ) o/. At E = (s . - v:- -, 17. ;l.n-T' 'J ' \7, J J 
('( f . rQ · 8 -~- f-<:r:l I ' 2 'J d ' 

(18) 

(19) 

Fields B 1 E , 17¢ satisfy the transversality condition 

V 8 = 17 F --= J;J (17. ~) = o l L ' ( (20) 

beyond the points of singUlarities. Owing to eq. (20) the funotionals (19) are t~e oharaoter1st1c classes. They are nonzero only for singular fields 8
1 

E T , P' ¢ • Thus, the oonditi on for eXistence of the global variabl.e is the singular f1elds·• Let us represent gauge fields ,+. as a sum of a singular field ~ ' . -(nonvan1sh1ng at infinity or nondifferentiable at some points of spaoe R (3) ) and regular fie,ld f!i ( smooth and vanishing at singularities) which describes the local d.-rn8m1oal variables (quasipartioles) p 
A • = v. + a , (2Il 7t" ........ ........ 

In this case ooeff1o1ents C9>> {'B 
1 {'/:_ in lq. (17) depend on the •condeneate• / only. Local and global Yariables in eq.(l7) ara separated co•pletelT. The wave function of the corres-ponding quantum s;ratem ie factorized: 1/J = 'Pst.C(J!) 1/-t.Jf!) • The plane wave 'f18toG (!!) = e <P)! is a stationary state of the s,ystem, because· the Lagrangian (17) depends on the "Y.eloo:l. t.r• J only. The speotrum ot momenta :l.s defined by the oond:l.tion Lf8u (b t) = e' -e. L/13t.~ (.f J 

(22) 

For the stat:l.onar,y state the number jJ :l.s fuzz;r, and olassical field with fixed Y has no ph,yoioal •eaning. Recall that the basic task of quantization of a atrong-1nteraot:l.ng a;rata. 1a to find the energy spectrum of weak exc1tat1ona, or, 1n other warda, to find stat1onar7 states.To solve. this task,it is necessary :t1rst 

• 



to pass to the stationary state of the global variable .Y 
(as is made in the microscopic theory of superfluidity). 

J. Local Dynamics 

We have defined the global dynamics as a common variable 

for the whole spaoe and have found that the condition of its 

existence is the singular condensate. 

Let us prove analogously the existence of the local dynamic 

variable, defining its properties following quantum field theor.r 

171 and Bogplubov work /G/ ; and then construct explicitly the 

condensate and local variables x) 

Define the local variables a as the weak stable excita.-
~· 

tions with finite energy, momentum and other observables. This 

means that the fields g, are defined in the olass of smooth 

functions, vanishing at singularities of the condensate. 

Let us prove that a singular condensate allows the 

existence of weak local excitations with finite energy. 

To be convinced of that, it is sufficient· to express the 

action (17) in terms of the conserving global momentum (22): 

S'o= Jdt l. (p,£} 

L(P,g) = -j [ }"~ E(..o '!/ - (j:-li(rnN-J)f;J{17'Pi']-

-f(fc~J, B(r!,_l/ - .!'~ (J«J"('?f'J8))j;Vv'Pl] 
(2J) 

~ 

J2=(f:)(h/( ,.t>f. 

It is easy to show that for .JY1= 1 and the potent:1al condensate 

F(l) .~ B(t} - v(t)¢ cz4) 

x) Such a proof of the existence apparently has first been 

applied b;r D.Hilbert in the Invariant Theory /l5/ • 
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the expansion of the action in fields ~. starts from the second order 1.n _Q:; 

S(!!•!J=S(f)+S(!/f! ~-JJ'(!l!!'+ =j/(/)t~ic25) 
..,. .. ' (as the condensate (24) satisfies classical equations beyond singularities and at the points of singular1t1.es B-funOt1.ons in the second term f '( fJ • ~ are multiplied by zeros of fields f!'" ) • 

By our definition of fields .... a; , the theory with action (25) will be stable and will haTe finite observablea. The ohoioe of eqs. (24) is oonsisten,t with the requirement of stationarity and transversality condition outside singularities (20). (In accordance with the Landau Theory of superfluidity / 5/, potentiality of condensate is a necessary condition for the "superfluid component •). 
The oondi tion 

because the action 
D-'__ j aJ. ti 1 

.. r , gener lY :speaking, is op ona 
(see p.?) allows arbitrariness up to the characteristioa.l class. 

The scheme of separating the dynamical variables desor1.bed above perm1.ts the 1.ntroduotion of interaction with apinor fields 12,J,l4/ • Let us represent the f1nal result 1.n the form of the Lagrangian density q .,e q(·p 1-Z) -th Y/"J.M .A- ~~Xt-J(a! ¥)=-_!_(F., (q-j) -ij.- .ru j +<rj.(" .. ~q'.:!// - ~,_, f /' 
(26) -= I t.t C'll _£. = ( ¢, /,) ·- 3-./'< ?. 

where fields t sstisf;y eq. (24). 
Sinoe as a final step we should restore the group of motion of Jlinkowsky spaoe, we oonaider here the partiru.l.ar oaae, eq. (24), of the atat1onar,r solutions of duality equations in Mlnkowaky space 

-(v; ({) ¢)" = 6j "(!). (27) 

A gene:ral solution to (27) JI&J" be written like the •oat gener&l. solutions, obtained up to now 1n Buolidean spaoe (see, for example, /16/) 

10 



(28) 

and the function ...,? satisfies the equation 

(JO) 

<k. ( r/c+J 
The condensate is stationary, ...,fJI'\.. e J[X/ , then 
due to the spherical srmmetry (for the condensate at rest there 
is no preferable direction ) it is natural to olass1~7 
by the ~herical functions 

J?(x,t) = e .-.u;:;, ( (().!P-) jd>)e 1"'rP 

where !{,. , jf{.) 
!unctions. 

are Legendre polyuoll1als and Bessel. 

(Jl) 

In Appendix A the spectra of quasiparticles for the conden
sate (Jl) with ~~ 0 are calculated and it is ehown that the 
complex stationary solution (ll) does not lead to ph7sical d1f:t1-
oult1es with the Herm1tean character of Ham1lton1an. The spectrum 
of operator [i ~(I)]~ is positive definite and the oigenvsluo 
~~]L= 0 does not belong to the physioal spectrum. (~e 
corresponding solution is not normalized). Thus, the condensate 
()l) is energetically faTourable and represents bags x) :tor 

k -f coloured quasipartioles w1 th the confinement paraaet er o 
which appears like the diaenaionalphoton moaentum in the 
conformal 1nTar1ant 

x) One of the first hadron models of the bas t7pe has been 
oone1dered 1n :z:e f'. /lB/ • 

II 



4. The Restoration of Translation and Relativistic 
Invariance 

The new perturbation theory in coupling constant $] 
coincides w1 th expansion in 2 . In such cases one usually 
restores the initial translation and relativistic invariance 
b;y zero-modes of physical fields .!3 , which are obtained by the 
action of generators of a restoring group on classical field t 
(It is just the way used far the ~xpansion around the instan--
tons 11ll and in soliton theory 1161·). However, in our 
case, zero-modes do not belong to the physical spectrum and the 
Lorentz-gxoup is not covariance group of eq. (27). (We destroy 
the usual Lorentz-invariance, when we introduce the global 
dynamics)o Condensate (Jl) transformed under the Lorentz-group 
does not belong to classical solutions and the corresponding 
perturbation theory becomes unstable. 

The covariance group of eq. (27) ( i.e., group of trans-
formations, by which eq. (27) becomes covariant f;.,., -=-.: :JI.(;..-,.11 ) 

r
i

0
sp

1
t
8
h

0
e

0
dgrbo:p, in which the usual Lorentz generators ~~ are 

oJ the generators. 

(32) 

(where are generators of the colour group). These 
generators with the Lorentz transfo~tion make a rotation in 
the colour space by a constant. 

The corresponding stationary solution (Jl) (bag at rest) 
~ 

transforms into a bag, moving with arbitrary velocity ·v 
from arbitrary point X of' space R(3) • The d;yuamics o:f 
suoh a motion will be described in analogy with the two-com
ponent theory of superfluidity 151. 

Equations (26), (JO) allow us to formulate the "relati
vistic" invariant two-component theory with the Lagrangian 
density 

12 
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where ;;C is defined by eq. (26), and A (x) is the Lagrange 

factor. Lagrangian (JJ) describes the condensate, the equation 

of motion of which does not depend on the presence of quaeipartio

les (analogously, in statphysics the weak quasiparticle 

excitations practically do 
dynamics). 

not influence the condensate 

For the dynamical system (JJ), .in a usual way one may 

construct the energy-momentum and angle-momentum tensors. The 

last is Lorentz-invariant for colourless states. 

The asymptotic states of hadron-bags are described by the 

Lagrang18Jl rtthout the quasiparticle interaction ( ~-=- 0 ). In 

that case we have four-dimensional nonlinear and exactly solvable 

model. Consider for illustration the case of the spinor particles 

Define the complex-conjugated variable 

- d ;t • . . - CJ;t . -,. 
::Ji).-7iJ ~.J>t-J.,j>, 71,_.-?f? =<'~'lo / 

Let tis accompl1sh the canonical quantization of this system 

and daf1ne the physical state of the condensate as a coherent 

state of the field _11 

Jo>,,,,, = '"f' {< J d 1
x i J>c4,,J fo>Fo<< , 

where ..fJJ4s~ 
and I 0 /F"k 

1e one of the classical solutions of eq. (26) 

is the Fook vacuum 

<I' A A ' A'!> 
Foclc.-

0 
Y,J. i J!P; "1<' i A ;..}';tv ° F()cl:. ;;:; 

0 • 
The energy spectrum for the condensate at rest is calculated in 

Appendix A. 
Using the conservation laws, it is easy to show that the 

ph3's1oal observable&, averages of the Hamiltonian, momentum, and 

angular momentum 

1-/ = jJ'x {< .'l f. '?J()'f' +..}i. +'i10"<\·A) '= Jadx T 00 

P.: ~ }J3x(l it.?,i? + J.~,t,._}J +.-i;;>~ +j CJ,A)=ftl}r•• 

11""=- J«-(, /-~'"To/< -x""T•'' + y; t~•[frr/r"] .,_I"/-]'f'j 
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for •empty" bags (~thout quasiparticles) are equal to zero. 
For a moving bag with quasiparticles in the considered case the 
relativistic relations are fulfilled between the energy and 
momentum 

M < E> = v .li- y.-.~ 

/'1 - (E) 
v~o 

I (p) = 

.: < ,,.,_ .. ,<·-)I H( 0 -t.: ·( ) ··-)I/(+)' .. t'•'>-' 1 J'".:.!S -'":>cO ~ rue~: 
r;(t 

where l(-J 1 tt) are the operator of "death • a.J:!.d "birth" of 
quasiparticles. Thus, the spectrum obtained in Appendix A is 
the spectrum of hadron masses 

One may consider also classical .solutions of the condensa
te, deso:r;1b1ng IV bags, moving With arbitrary velocities 
from arbitrary points of space 

Due to the quasiparticle "conf1nement•,asymptot1cal states for 
an N -bag solution f,v are completely factorized. Hadrons. 
oan interact only by a quasiparticle at the moment of the bag 
intersection. At the decay of hadron, when all quarks are 
transformed to le;ptons, the •empty• bag disappears in the 
physical vacuum which ·is the cont~uum of •empty bags•. 

Conclusion 
The basic distinction of the approach,. developed here, 

from analogous approaches with the gluon condensation is the 
introduction of the global dynami·o variable. The global dyna
mics is the essence of the superflu1d1ty phenomenon, and in 
non-Abelian theoxr the introduction of the global variable is 
at least one of the way of the construotion of stationary 
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quantum states as a unitary representation of the homotopy 
group. lfe have shown that the s1ngul.ar condensate, satisfying 
the duality equation in Minkowsky space allows simultaneously 
the existence both of global and local dynamic variables. 

~e oiass1fioation of the solutions of duality equation 
naturally leads to hadron bags and to two-component relativistic 
theory, 1n llhioh •empty• bags are not obserTable. 

Experience of studies of Yang-Mills theo1'7 in Euclidean 
space has shown that, probably, the aost adequate mathematical 
apparatus for the new perturbation theory is the twister formalism. 

The author is grate:rul. to N.B.Bogolubov, Aeii.Baldin, 
A.V.Bfra.ov and D.V.Shirkov for useful discussions. 

W!J!dU: 4 
Let us calculate quasiparticle spectra for the 

condensate 
...P = e -.-J:, t k. = .L 

/ 

!.. "= ( '~>,~/,) = / x;:: ~ 
Consider, first, the equation for a scalar coloured field 

) 
qb 6 

('f:(~/' g = 0 

• Substituting Q in the fora 

12'= hi i::_ tt.,(t) (e''Eet'f_ (+J .,_ &'-iE,.j,r-;) 'h£.!S.f 
'"'- R ~ e ej/ ~ 

we obtain the equation for t/i' • 
(-?,~ + f((~-.'Y£) +(~•'ti)J)«d<)=E/~r;), 

The normali~ed solutions and apeotrua have the fora: 

Ue = c-~·~~) ;;;,[jLt R·h(t+J)<] :-v{;:,~j(.b!) 

" ~lf" j.:t, 
/ 

I'= q /, I, ... 
• 
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- iJ :< 
The operator l t if( 6)] is defined in the class of normal.1zed 
functions for wlloh [,· ';;7-(1)] 2 > 0, 

J 
The spinor equation 

I 

may be.solved by the Groa~ substitution /l9/ 

(f). /. 
[{, = {1 - ,· iJ, 'J;) ~iw<P•J)~ 

e.,.., -Ji~r 

~.-c;n = (!. + '· 6:?, ) ..,,.. {fdh 
.f'ri -d'i"? I 

Ee = (-f + ~) t ~ 0 J. z 
I I ) 
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•' 

are constant spinors, 
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